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Abstract 
By visual attention process biological and machine vision systems are able to select the 
most relevant regions from a scene. The relevancy process is achieved either by top-down 
factors, driven by task, or bottom-up factors, the visual saliency, which distinguish a 
scene region that are different from its surrounding. During the past 20 years numerous 
research efforts have aimed to model bottom-up visual saliency with many successful 
applications in computer vision and robotics. 
In this thesis we have performed a comparison between a state-of-the-art saliency model 
and subjective test (human eye tracking) using different evaluation methods over three 
generated dataset of synthetic patterns and natural images. Our results showed that the 
objective model is partially valid and highly center-biased. 
By using empirical data obtained from subjective experiments we propose a special 
function, the Probability of Characteristic Radially Dependency Function, to model the 
lateral distribution of visual attention process. 
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1. Introduction 
Each time by opening our eyes we are confronted with an overwhelming amount of 
information. Despite this, we experience a seemingly effortless understanding of our 
visual world. This requires separating the wheat from the chaff, selecting relevant 
information out of irrelevant noise. Attention is the key to this process; it is the 
mechanism that turns looking into seeing. In perception, ignoring irrelevant information 
is what makes it possible for us to attend to and interpret the important parts of what we 
see. Attention allows us to selectively process the vast amount of information with which 
we are confronted, prioritizing some aspects of information while ignoring others by 
focusing on a certain location or aspect of the visual scene. 
During the last three decades, and especially within the last fifteen years, there has been a 
growing interest in the mechanisms of visual attention: how visual attention modulates 
the spatial and temporal sensitivity of early perceptual filters, how attention influences 
the selection of stimuli of interest, how and where the neuronal responses are modulated, 
what neural computations underlie the selection processes, and how attention and eye 
movements interact. Our understanding of visual attention has advanced significantly 
during this epoch due to a number of factors: (1) psychophysical research on humans has 
systematically characterized distinct attentional systems and their effects on perception; 
(2) single-unit neurophysiological research in monkeys has yielded a precise estimate of 
local activity, and has enabled researchers to study how and at what processing stage 
attention modulates neuronal responses; (3) neuroimaging studies, e.g., functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), event-related potentials (ERPs), steady-state visual 
evoked potentials (SSVEP), and magnetoencephalography (MEG) have allowed the study 
of the human brain while it is engaged in attention tasks; (4) advances in eye-tracking 
technology in the last twenty years have enabled high-resolution imaging of eye 
movements during tasks involving perception and attention; and (5) computational 
modeling has taken into account psychophysical findings and neurophysiological 
constraints and implemented plausible brain mechanisms and architectures underlying 
attention effects on perception. Furthermore, neurophysiological studies have yielded 
insights into the global structure of the neural networks employed in selective 
information processing, and have enabled the identification of cortical and subcortical 
brain areas involved in attention. Neuroimaging data have revealed three networks related 
to different aspects of attention: alerting, orienting, and executive control. 
Attention is currently a central topic in vision research and cognitive neuroscience, 
bringing together scientists from psychophysics, cognitive psychology, neuroimaging, 
computational neuroscience, neurophysiology and neuropsychology. Understanding the 
mechanisms of attention is a fundamental challenge in all of these disciplines. 
We have now developed a fairly good idea of the basics of attentional selection, its 
spatial and temporal characteristics, its effects on various aspects of visual performance, 
and we have some ideas about the underlying neural substrates. Still, we are far from a 
consensus on how visual attention works. 
There are three main types of visual attention: (1) spatial attention, which can be either 
overt, when an observer moves his/her eyes to a relevant location and the focus of 
attention coincides with the movement of the eyes, or covert, when attention is deployed 
to relevant locations without accompanying eye movements; (2) feature-based attention 
(FBA), which can be deployed covertly to specific aspects (e.g., color, orientation or 
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motion direction) of objects in the environment, regardless of their location; and, (3) 
object based attention in which attention is influenced or guided by object structure, for 
further discussion about object based attention see reviews of [1] and [2].By focusing on 
different kinds of information, these types of attention optimize our visual system: 
whereas spatial attention guides an observer to a particular location, FBA guides an 
observer to particular features in the visual scene. For instance, when waiting to meet a 
friend at a café we may deploy spatial attention to the door (where he is likely to appear) 
and deploy FBA to orange objects (because he often wears an orange jacket). Attention 
can affect perception by altering performance – how well we perform on a given task – 
and/or by altering the subjective appearance of a stimulus or object. 

1.1 Motivation  

The Visual attention process is a complex process. Today we are able to register this 
attention by means of an eye tracking system. This registration can be initiating the 
subjective experiments. Obtaining data during these experiments can be used for more 
understanding and modeling the behavior of our visual attention process. 

Also there are several state-of-the-art objective models for visual attention process. 
Comparison of such model and the subjective evaluation can be beneficial to 
understand the advantages of models and the remaining work. 

1.2 Research Questions and Goal 

The research questions have been as following: 
 

a) How to create datasets of synthesis and natural images to obtain validatable data 
during visual attention process experiments. 

b) How to evaluate the subjective experiments results. 
c) How to evaluate the objective experiments results. 
d) How to compare the subjective and objects experiments results. 
e) How to model visual attention process using the obtained data. 

1.3 An outline of Thesis Report 

The thesis is organized in the following way: 
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction of visual attention process. Chapter 2 gives briefly 
the theoretical background and literature review about modeling the visual attention 
process. Chapter 3 gives explanation of the materials and methods which are used to 
obtain the data, make evaluation, do analysis and obtain the results. Chapter 4 shows the 
results and chapter 5 gives discussion and evaluation of the results. In this chapter also 
according to experimental results a special function “the Probability of Characteristic 
Radially Dependency Function” for explanation of radially visual attention process is 
proposed. Chapter 6 gives a conclusion to the thesis and future works are proposed. 
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2 .Theoretical Background and Literature Review 
 
In this chapter the related theoretical background and models to visual attention process 
are described according to literature search in this field. 

2.1 Visual attention 
 
Only a small part of retina can perceive the visual scene in details, high resolution [3, 4, 5, 
6], which is in its central part and is called fovea. The studies have shown that there are 
two pathways from retina to two different brain centers; Lateral Geniculate Nucleus 
(LGN) and Superior Colliculus (SC), see Figure 2.1. One of these pathways, retino-
geniculate, transmits the main part of visual information (90%) by optic nerves which 
consists of spatial, temporal, chromatic and disparity information. The other pathway is 
the collicular pathway which has an important role in visual attention and eye movement 
[7].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When it is about the human visual attention system, the available knowledge is gained 
either through functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) or through patient’s 
examination. Based on this knowledge some hypotheses have been established about the 
organization of the visual attention system. Here we briefly describe three of such 
hypotheses. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Figure 2.1: shows structure of the human visual system 
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2.1.1 Posner hypotheses 
 
Three operations are involved in visual attention according to Posner hypotheses [9,10]. 
These operations are disengagement from a current locus (controlled by the posterior 
parietal cortex), movement to a new target (controlled by the midbrain), and engagement 
to a new selected location (depending on the pulvinar), see Figure 2.2. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.1.2  Hypothesis 
In visual attention mechanism according Koch and Ullman [11] and later on Niebur in 
[12,13] elementary features like as color and motion are extracted from the cortical area  
and then combined in LGN or in V1 as a unique map (the saliency map). Finally the most 
salient scene location is detected by a so called Winner-Take-All (WTA) network. The 
schematic of hypothesis is shown in the Figure 2.3. 
 
 
 
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.2: shows structure of the human visual system, adapted from [8] 

Figure 2.3:  shows Structure of the human visual attention system 
according to Caltech’s hypothesis [79]  
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2.1.3 Milanese's Hypothesis 
 
Milanese suggested that four parts of brain are involved in visual attention mechanism. 
After mapping of features like color, motion and orientation in cortical area, these maps 
are integrated by the superior colliculus. Then a final attention map will be calculated in 
thalamus and finally partial cortex (PP) selects the new targets according to their spatial 
retaliation with previously attended locations. Milanese theory [14] is based on Caltech’s 
by using the work of Posner and Desimone [7] and it is shown in Figure 2.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Visual attention in Relation to eye movement 
 
Looking at a moving object, we have three options to continue looking at it. We can 
rotate our entire body when head and eyes are still, or rotate our head when eyes are still 
or simply move our eyes. We explore the last one. Different types of eye movement are 
mentioned in [15]. If the angular relationship between the right and left is preserved, this 
movement called conjugate eye movement. When the angle between eyes is changing it 
is called vergence eye movement. Saccadic eye movement or saccades [16] is one the 
more studied movement related to visual attention happens when our eyes change the 
position very fast. Since only fovea can perceive the scene in details, exploring the scene 
demands shifting this high resolution fovea to a set of targets. This can be done during 
saccades by shifting fovea and creating a scan path [17], see Figure 2.5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4: shows Structure of the human visual attention system 
according to Milanese’s hypothesis [23] 
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There are studies [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], as early as 1967, which tries to find out the cause 
of saccades. According to these studies the visual attention generates and controls a large 
part of the eye saccades. For example in one of these studies [14] it has been stated that 
attention can be shifted about four times before the next eye movement takes place. This 
behavior allows the attention mechanism to examine several targets and retain the most 
important one, to which the fovea is then shifted. Furthermore in [24] a model, the Eye 
Movement and Movement of Attention (EMMA), is suggested which consider visual 
attention as a predicting module for eye movements.  
 

2.2.1 Feature integration theory    
 
From psychophysical experiments, Treisman [25] proposed a theoretical model, the 
feature integration theory, for how the human visual attention mechanism selects the 
locations or what makes an image location more salient or more attractive than other 
locations. The conception of numerous computational models of visual attention is based 
on the feature integration theory of Treisman. The model consists of a pre-attentive and 
an attentive step. In the pre-attentive step, a set of feature maps (color, orientation, 
motion …) are extracted in a parallel way over the entire visual field. There is possible to 
detect activity in each of these retained maps, which permits the rapid decision whether 
the wanted stimuli is present. In the attentive step, different features are analyzed for each 
item. These analyses are with respect to a conjunction criteria and are mapped into a 
master map of locations [26]. This procedure will be repeated until the target is identified.  
 
 

Figure 2.5: shows a scan path during saccades eye movement. 
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2.2.2 Bio-inspired computational model 
 

One of the most popular computational models of visual attention [11] is inspired from 
biology by Kock and Ullman. The model is actually based on the feature integration 
theory of Treisman and consists of three main principles: 
 

1) The saliency of locations over the entire visual field is represented in a scalar map, 
called the saliency map; which corresponds to the master location map of the 
feature integration theory. 
 

2) The saliency of scene locations is strongly influenced by the surrounding context. 
 

3) Winner-Take-All (WTA) and the inhibition of return are suitable mechanisms to 
allow the attention deployment over the visual field. 
 

The model is shown in figure 2.6 and several issues relate to it are a) the scene features 
like as color, orientation, motion,… etc. are extracted in parallel way, b) multiscale 
center-surround filters are implemented on each of such feature to obtain different 
conspicuity maps which each highlights the parts of the scene that strongly differ by that 
feature, c) the saliency map (a single map of attention) is generated by the different 
conspicuity maps, d) having the saliency map, the most salient locations, Focus of 
Attentions (FOA), are selected by Winner-Take-All network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 2.3 Saliency-based model 
 
An implementation of the saliency-based model of visual attention was presented by Itti 
el al. [4]. As far as this work has been important to this final work, a more detailed 

Figure 2.6: shows the saliency-based model of visual 
attention as suggested by Koch and Ullman. 
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explanation of it, for the four main steps of the Koch and Ullman model, is explained in 
following. 
 

2.3.1 Creating the Feature Maps 
 
Seven different features are considered from RGB color images. Each extracted feature 
has its own feature map Fj which is computed from the scene. These seven features, 1F - 

7F , are: 
 

• Intensity feature,  
BGRF 11.059.03.01 ++=  

 
• Two chromatic features, 

 

I
GRF −

=2  
I

YBF −
=3  

 
• Four local orientation features 7..4F , according to the angles 

{ }0000 135,90,45,0∈θ  of Gabor filters. 
 

2.3.2 Creating the Conspicuity Maps 
 

The center-surround mechanism is achieved by implementing a difference-of-Gaussians-
filter (DoG) for local activities extraction of each feature type. As far as a visual attention 
task has to be scale invariant, for each feature j a Gaussian pyramid jP is created. The 
result is a set of intermediate multiscale conspicuity maps )....1(. KkM kj  which are 
computing according to  
    )()(. kjkjkj SPcPM ¬  
 
where ¬ is a cross-scale difference operator which first interpolates the coarser scale to 
the finer one and then carries out a point-by-point subtraction. The conspicuity map jC  is 
creating for each feature j by 

    ( )∑
=

=
K

k
kjj MNC

1
.  

 
where ( ).N is a normalization operator which can have different strategies. The n, here 
seven, conspicuity maps of jC , are combined, according to belonging, to the same 
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feature (intensity, color, orientation, …). Each such feature-related conspicuity 

FeatureC
∧

is obtained by 

( )∑=
∧

jFeature
jFeatureCNFeatureC .  

 
2.3.3 Creating the Saliency Maps 

The saliency map S  is created by integration of the feature-related conspicuity maps as 
 

∑
=

∧







=

l

Feature
FeatureCNS

1

 

 
Where l, here 3, is the number of the considered features and ( ).N is a normalization 
operator. The implementation procedure is illustrated in the figure 2.7. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2.7: shows implementation procedure of Saliency-based model based on Itti et al. [27] (1998). 
Architecture of the model of saliency-based visual attention is shown to the left and a flow chart of the model 
is presented in the right. 
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The actual spot of attention is considered to be the most salient location which is found 
by the maximum value of the saliency map. Here on a saliency map, a Winner-Take-All 
(WTA) mechanism defines the maximum value. This selected region is considered to be 
the most salient location of image (the winner). The next most salient location is found by 
finding next maximum value of the map while the first salient location is ignored.  
It is possible manually find certain number of detected locations or automatically 
determine these locations through activities of the saliency map. 
 
2.3.4 Finding the normalization factor ‘’N’’ 
 
Combination of maps is needed in two parts of visual attention model. First, multiscale 
conspicuity maps Mj,k is integrated to a unique conspicuity map Cj for each feature. 
Second, different future-related conspicuity maps are integrated to the final saliency map. 
These integrations are done in a manner which stimulates visual attention. There are two 
strategies in [28] which resemble a competitive way for combinations. 
 

2.3.5 Content-based Global Amplification Normalization (N1(.)) 
 
The conspicuity maps are integrated to a unique map by computation of a normalization 
strategy according to the following: 
 

1. All the maps are scaled to the same dynamic range to remove the amplitude 
differences due to the different ways of extraction. 

 
2. A global maximum M and an average of all other local maxima m are computed. 

A local maximum is defined as a location whose value is larger than those of its 
neighbor’s. 

 
3. Globally multiply the map by a certain weight factor thus N1 normalizes a 

conspicuity map M by a certain equation. 
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3. Experimental Materials and Methods 
 
In following section the experimental materials, the related set-up, and the related 
experiment process are explained. 
 

3.1 Objective modeling experimental tool- Saliency Toolbox 
 

 
 
 
 
The SaliencyToolbox [30] is a collection of Matlab functions and scripts for computing 
the saliency map for an image. It is used for serially scanning an image with the focus of 
attention and for determining the extent of a proto-object. Being mostly written in Matlab, 
the code is easily accessible, easy to experiment with, and platform independent. Major 
parts of the code are re-implemented from the iLab Neuromorphic Vision C++ Toolkit 
(iNVT) at Laurent Itti’s lab at the University of Southern California [31]. The 
SaliencyToolbox complements the iNVT code in that it is more compact (about 5,000 
lines of code) and easier to understand and experiment with. The SaliencyToolbox only 
contains the core functionality for attending to salient image regions. Although most time 
critical processing steps are coded in C++ mex files, processing an image with the 
SaliencyToolbox in Matlab takes longer than with the iNVT code. For computing the 
saliency map or attending to salient proto-objects in an image in a transparent and 
platform independent way, the SaliencyToolbox is an interesting option. The 
SaliencyToolbox requires a Matlab Release and the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox. 
There are pre-compiled binaries of the C++ mex files for Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, 
Linux 32 bit Intel/AMD, and Linux 64 bit AMD Opteron. It is also possible to compile 
the source codes on any system with the GNU C compiler gcc. The SaliencyToolbox is 
licensed under the GNU General Public License. 
 

Figure 3.1: shows part of GUI of the saliency toolbox. 
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3.1.1 The objective modeling parameters 
 
The saliency Toolbox version 2.3 with following parameters was used. 
 

Parameter Description/options Chosen option 
foaSize Size of the focus of attention for disk-IOR.   -1 

pyramidType Options: 'dyadic' or 'sqrt2'.            'dyadic' 
features Cell array of the features to be used for saliency 

computation, possible values:  
'Color', 'Intensities', 'Orientations', 'Skin','TopDown'.            

'Color', 
'Intensities', 

'Orientations' 
weights Vector of weights for each feature (same length as features) 1,1,1 
IORtype Type of inhibition of return, one of: 'shape','disk','None'.          'shape' 

shapeMode Options: 'None','shapeSM','shapeCM','shapeFM','shapePyr'.   'shapeFM' 
levelParams Structure with pyramid level parameters.     3 

normtype Map normalization type, options: 
'None','LocalMax','Iterative'.        

'Iterative' 

numIter Number of iterations for 'Iterative' normtype.             'Iterative' 
useRandom Use random jitter (1) or not (0) for converting coodinates. 1 

segmentComputeType Method for shape segmentation, one of: 'Fast','LTU'.              'Fast' 
IORdecay Decay rate of the inhibitive conductance responsible for 

inihibiiton of return per simulation step of 0.1 ms.        
0.9999 

 
smOutputRange Saliency map output in Amperes  1e-9 

noiseAmpl Amplitude of random noise 1e-17 
noiseConst Amplitude of contant noise  1e-14 

gaborParams Structure with parameters for Gabor orientation filters.           Filter Period = 7 
elongation = 1 
Filter Size = 9 

Std dev = 2.3333 
phases = 0, 90 

oriAngles vector with orientation angles (in degrees).      0,45,90,135 
oriComputeType Options: 'efficient' or 'full', 'efficient' only computes 

orientation filters for the levels that are actually going to be 
used in the center-surround computation, 'full' computes the 
orientation filters for all levels 

'efficient' 

visualizationStyle Style used for visualizing attended locations, 
Options: 'Contour', 'ContrastModulate', 'None'.       

'Contour' 

exclusionMask Struct of type map or 2d mask of numeric or logical type 
regions where exclusionMask is ~= 0 are excluded from the 
saliency computations by setting all feature maps to 0 in 
these areas. The mask is automatically resized to the size of 
the feature maps. 

 
 

0 

   
   

 
 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                
 

Table 3.1: Saliency Parameters - set of parameters used for generating a saliency 
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3.2 Subjective Eye Tracking Experimental Tool – Tobii 1750 
 
Eye tracking process consists of the following steps: subject set-up, adjustments, subject 
calibration, and monitoring. In the subject set-up phase, the subject is seated and her/his 
location in relation to the eye-tracking device is adjusted. The adjustments phase includes 
adjusting the settings of the eye tracking program; detecting and ensuring the recognition 
of the subject's eye(s); and opening the file used for the recording of the eye tracking data. 
In the calibration phase, a calibration pattern consisting of a number of calibration points 
is shown to the subject. The subject is asked to direct her/his gaze to each of the 
calibration points and the location of the point of gaze (POG) for each calibration point is 
recorded. The values from the calibration are used in calculating the locations of points of 
gaze from the values received from the eye tracking device. The calibration phase is 
repeated until satisfactory calibration values are recorded for each calibration point. One 
significant problem in eye tracking is the drift effect, which indicates a deterioration of 
the calibration over time [29]. The drift effect can be reduced by ensuring the stability of 
the light conditions of the environment and the equal light intensity between calibration 
stimuli and the experiment stimuli. The monitoring phase consists of viewing the status 
of the eye tracking and, if necessary, readjusting the settings during the tracking of the 
actual experiment tasks. In our experiment we used Tobii 1750 from Tobii Technology. 
The eye tracking device use video based combined pupil and corneal reflection eye 
tracking. The device is embedded into the panels of the monitor that the subject is 
viewing, see Figure 3.2. The device uses a wide-angle camera to capture images of the 
subject and near infrared light emitting diodes for eye illumination. The device uses both 
eyes of the subject for tracking and records data at the rate of 30 Hz (30 gaze data 
points/second). When the device does not detect the subject’s eye(s), the recording rate is 
slowed down until proper detection is regained. The theoretical accuracy of POG 
coordinates provided by the device is 1 degree visual angle (approximately 1 cm error 
when the subject is seated at 50 cm distance from the display). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.2: shows our eye tracking device, Tobii 1750. 
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3.2.1 Subjects 
 
Nineteen subjects, twelve male and seven female, participated in the experiment. The 
recruited subjects were students and staff of Kalmar University and with different 
nationalities. 
 

3.2.2 Materials 
 
Three created datasets, TS1, TS2, and TS3; of synthetic patterns and natural images were 
used in the subjective experiments. TS1 had 12 images, TS2 had 19 images, and TS3 had 
37 images. 
 

3.2.3 Procedure 
 

For each task participants’ gaze behavior was recorded using a Tobii 1750 eye tracking 
device and its related software; ClearView analysis software. The eye-tracking system is 
completely non-invasive, with little indication that eye movements are being tracked and 
no need to artificially constrain head or body movements. At commencement, the 
participant was seated approximately 50 centimeters from the eye-tracking screen with 
the experimenter sitting beside them to control the computer but not interfere with 
viewing behavior. They would see different types of pictures during the session and 
calibrating the eye-tracker was completed first. The calibration was achieved using a 9-
point calibration of each eye, whereby each participant followed the location of a blue 
bouncing ball around the screen. If the calibration process failed or the participant was 
unable to comply with task demands they were asked to repeat the experiment. Each 
individual was tested with the same system and in the same examination location. Each 
picture was showed 5 seconds and the whole session for three datasets lasted 
approximately 15 minutes. 
 

3.3 Data Analysis Methods 
The comparison between the subjective and the objective experimental results were 
achieved by several methods which are explained in this section. 
 

3.3.1 Data Preprocessing 
 
We used Matlab high level language for data analysis. Therefore the data acquired from 
subjective and objective were converted to comparable data and Matlab format.  
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3.3.1.1 Subjective Data  
 
In the subjective experiments, each image of the datasets is shown to a subject that 
resulted to generation of gaze positions of the subject in the ClearView; the analysis 
software of the eye tracking device. The obtained data in the ClearView has special form 
and special database structure. This data was exported to Excel format and was saved as 
an Excel file. Then the content of each Excel file related to certain subject and certain 
image was imported to Matlab and was analyzed as well in Matlab.  
 

3.3.1.2 Objective Data 
 
According to the parameters mentioned in section 3.1.1, the Saliency Toolbox was used 
on each image of datasets. The results were structured as a database in our regime.  

3.3.2 Subjective data – gaze position 
 
Each image of datasets was shown to each subject using the Tobii system. The subjective 
data, see 3.3.1.1, was imported to Matlab. Analyze of the imported data was achieved in 
Matlab, see the related code of tExp function in Appendix A.1, for all images of the three 
classes. In this procedure the general result of the Tobii for each image and each subject 
was used to obtain the gazing position for each individual. This was computed using the 
integrated data, related to gazing intense, in a circle area with radius of 10 pixels and 
center of gaze position.  
 

3.3.3 Objective Data – gaze position 
 
The objective method, see 3.1, according to setup parameters mentioned in section 3.1.1, 
was used on all the images of all three classes of datasets. The Saliency maps, gray 
images, were converted to color images using pseudo colors of jet lookup table, see the 
related code of salExp function in Appendix A.2. This was due to be able the compare the 
subjective and objective results. Then the results were organized in our regime database 
structure. 

3.3.4 Radial Subjective – gaze position 
 
The result of the objective and subjective experiments were compared in relation of each 
image to all subjects, see the related code of tExpRad function in Appendix A.3. The 
results of all images of all three classes of datasets were computed and they were 
organized in our regime database structure. In radial computation, the subjective result 
from each image was segmented radially with radius incrementation of one pixel and 
with initiate radius of 10. Then the values of the subjective result in each circumference, 
with radius of one pixel, were integrated and assigned to a radius index number which 
increased from center of image to periphery. 
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3.3.5  Radial Changes of Visual Attention   
 
The radial gaze position computation for the subjective experiments, see 3.3.4, resulted to 
obtain certain characteristic curves (CC) for gaze positioning of all subjects and for each 
image in different circumferences. The average of all characteristic curves for each image 
resulted to obtain a radial characteristic curve (RCC) for each image. The RCC average 
of all images in each dataset was computed in is shown the results. Then the RCC of each 
dataset were integrated to only one characteristic curve; represented the radial changes of 
visual attention for each dataset, see the related code of AverageFunc function in 
Appendix A.4.  
 

3.3.6 Objective Vs Subjective – gaze position 
 
The gaze position of the subjective experiments were computed radially for all images in 
the three datasets, see the related code of compSalExpAndExpIndv function in Appendix 
A.5. The results of all images of all three classes of datasets were computed and they 
were organized in our regime database structure.  
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4. Experimental Results 
Here the experimental results are presented in relation to each dataset of TS1-TS3. 
 

4.1 Dataset TS1 
The result of gaze position for the objective experiments, see 3.3.2, and the subjective 
experiments, see 3.3.3, for each image of this dataset is presented in the following. Also 
the comparison results, see 3.3.6, and the radial subjective gaze positioning are shown. 
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Figure 4.1: The result on Image TS1-1 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment.  
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Figure 4.2: The result on Image TS1-2 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.3: The result on Image TS1-3 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.4: The result on Image TS1-4 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.5: The result on Image TS1-5 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.6: The result on Image TS1-6 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.7: The result on Image TS1-7 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.8: The result on Image TS1-8 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.9: The result on Image TS1-9 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.10: The result on Image TS1-10 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.11: The result on Image TS1-11 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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4.2 Dataset TS2 
The result of gaze position for the objective experiments, see 3.3.2, and the subjective 
experiments, see 3.3.3, for each image of this dataset is presented in the following. Also 
the comparison results, see 3.3.6, and the radial subjective gaze positioning are shown. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.12: The result on Image TS2-1 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.13: The result on Image TS2-2 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.14: The result on Image TS2-3 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.15: The result on Image TS2-4 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.16: The result on Image TS2-5 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.17: The result on Image TS2-6 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.18: The result on Image TS2-7 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.19: The result on Image TS2-8 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.20: The result on Image TS2-9 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.21: The result on Image TS2-10 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.22: The result on Image TS2-11 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.23: The result on Image TS2-12 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.24: The result on Image TS2-13 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.25: The result on Image TS2-14 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.26: The result on Image TS2-15 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.27: The result on Image TS2-16 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.28: The result on Image TS2-17 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.29: The result on Image TS2-18 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.30: The result on Image TS2-19 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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4.3 Dataset TS3 
The result of gaze position for the objective experiments, see 3.3.2, and the subjective 
experiments, see 3.3.3, for each image of this dataset is presented in the following. Also 
the comparison results, see 3.3.6, and the radial subjective gaze positioning are shown. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4.31: The result on Image TS3-1 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Saliency 

 
Figure 4.32: The result on Image TS3-2 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.33: The result on Image TS3-3 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.34: The result on Image TS3-4 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.35: The result on Image TS3-5 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.36: The result on Image TS3-6 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.37: The result on Image TS3-7 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.38: The result on Image TS3-8 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.39: The result on Image TS3-9 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.40: The result on Image TS3-10 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.41: The result on Image TS3-11 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.42: The result on Image TS3-12 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.43: The result on Image TS3-13 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.44: The result on Image TS3-14 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.45: The result on Image TS3-15 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.46: The result on Image TS3-16 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.47: The result on Image TS3-17 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.48: The result on Image TS3-18 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.49: The result on Image TS3-19 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.50: The result on Image TS3-20 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.51: The result on Image TS3-21 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.52: The result on Image TS3-22 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.53: The result on Image TS3-23 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.54: The result on Image TS3-24 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.55: The result on Image TS3-25 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.56: The result on Image TS3-26 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.57: The result on Image TS3-27 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.58: The result on Image TS3-28 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.59: The result on Image TS3-29 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.60: The result on Image TS3-30 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.61: The result on Image TS3-31 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.62: The result on Image TS3-32 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.63: The result on Image TS3-33 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.64: The result on Image TS3-34 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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Figure 4.65: The result on Image TS3-35 is presented. The left is original image, the middle and right are from the 
subjective and objective experiments respectively. The top plot presents the comparison between the subjective and 
objective experiment. The bottom plot shows the radial computation on the subjective experiment. 
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5. Discussion 
 
The relevance of a scene is distinguished by the visual attention process by choosing 
special region of scene for further observation and analysis. This is a process that we can 
find in ourselves and we are interested to mimic in our robotic systems having vision. In 
this thesis we have performed a comparison between a state-of-the-art saliency model and 
subjective experiments, human eye tracking, over three generated dataset of synthetic 
patterns and natural images. Analysis of datasets revealed that our datasets were highly 
center-biased, which influenced some of the evaluation scores. In general our 
experiments showed that the used objective model partially coincide the subjective 
experiments. However the analysis of subjective experiments revealed new aspects in the 
visual attention process which we explain it more in detail in following. 
 

5.1 General Radial Changes of Visual Attention 
 
The changes in radial gaze positioning for all subjects and for different dataset images are 
shown in the following; for computational process see 3.3.5.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: The result of radial gaze positioning from the subjective experiments for different datasets; top left TS1, top 
right TS2, and bottom TS3. Each color shows the attention in a certain circumference region. 
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The changes in radial gaze positioning for all subjects and for all images is shown in 
below where the average of all circumference regions are computed. The average of the 
three datasets results is shown in dashed line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: The result of changes in radial gaze positioning from the subjective experiments for different datasets; blue 
TS1, red TS2, and green TS3. The average of the three datasets results is shown in dashed line. 
 
The average of radial gaze positioning for all datasets, all subjects, all images, and all 
circumference regions, which was shown as dashed line in above, shows actually an 
estimation of characteristic of visual attention process; obtained from our all subjective 
experiments. We called this as Characteristic Radially Dependency Function (CRDF) 
which is shown in below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: The Characteristic Radially Dependency Function for visual attention process is shown. 
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As in radial subjective gaze position computation, see 3.3.4, the radius of incrementation 
was one pixel, by computing the gradient of the CRDF we obtained the characteristic of 
individual regions, see below figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: The gradient of the Characteristic of Radially Dependency Function is shown which represent the 
characteristic of individual regions. 
 
The circumference regions are growing during radial subjective gaze position 
computation. The following figure shows the relation of the growth to the respective 
radian. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5: The growth of circumference regions in relation to radian is shown. 
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Using the growth of circumference regions in relation to radian, the normalized of 
gradient of the CRDF and its logarithm are computed which are shown in below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: The normalized of gradient of the CRDF is shown in top. The logarithmic of normalized of gradient of the 
CRDF is shown in bottom. 
 
We believe the logarithmic of normalized of gradient of the CRDF which we obtained by 
our empirical data from our limited experiments is not only a representation of visual 
attention process but also reflects how a natural scene, according to physics of optic, has 
forced our visual system to evolve. We call this as Probability of Characteristic 
Radially Dependency Function which is obtained by scaling the logarithmic of 
normalized of gradient of the CRDF in a range of zero to hundred; shown it the following 
figure. 
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Figure 5.7: The Probability of Characteristic Radially Dependency Function is shown. 
 
 
 

6. Conclusion and Future works 
 
In the thesis we generated three datasets of synthesis and natural images. The datasets 
were used to find out how visual attention process can be measured by subjective 
experiments and objective modeling. We found that the state of art modeling method of 
our objective evaluation is partially according to our subjective tests. However the 
subjective experiments gave us the opportunity to propose a special function, which we 
called it as the Probability of Characteristic Radially Dependency Function, to model the 
lateral distribution of visual attention process. As far as this function is a result of natural 
scene demands, we intend to find the common relation of natural images in future works. 
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A.1 
**************************************** 
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%tExp 
% analysis of Tobii data experiments 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Experiments 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%TS1: 12 images (image 4 & 11 are the same),19 subjects 
%TS2: 19 images, 19 subjects 
%Ts3:  37(38) images [image k36.jpg was not correct], 18 subjects 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clc 
close all 
clear all 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
theColor = uint8([255,0,0]); %yellow 
theCircleRadius=10; 
shapeInserter = 
vision.ShapeInserter('Shape','Circles','Fill',1,'FillColor','Custom','C
ustomFillColor',theColor,'Opacity',0.5);%'BorderColor','Custom','Custom
BorderColor',theColor); 
nS=1280  % screen res 
mS=1024  %screen res 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
for kk=1:19 %num of subjects 
    eval(['load TS1-P',num2str(kk)]), 
    eval(['TS1P',num2str(kk),'.timeStamp = Timestamp;']); 
    eval(['TS1P',num2str(kk),'.duration = Duration;']); 
    eval(['TS1P',num2str(kk),'.gazeX = GazepointX;']); 
    eval(['TS1P',num2str(kk),'.gazeY = GazePointY;']); 
     
    eval(['TS1P',num2str(kk),'.num = Fixnumber;']); %just for checking 
end 
  
gg=1; %first subject right now 
for kk=1:12 %num of images 
    k1=kk-1; 
    eval(['tp=find((TS1P',num2str(gg),'.timeStamp> k1*5000) & 
(TS1P',num2str(gg),'.timeStamp <=kk*5000));']); 
         
    eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeX = 
TS1P',num2str(gg),'.gazeX(tp);']); 
    eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeY = 
TS1P',num2str(gg),'.gazeY(tp);']); 
    eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.duration = 
TS1P',num2str(gg),'.duration(tp);']); 
    eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.num = TS1P',num2str(gg),'.num(tp);']); 
%just for checking 
    imageFilename = strcat('T', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); 
    eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.data = imread(imageFilename);']); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%% 
    im=eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.data']); 
%     figure,imshow(im,[]), 
    [m,n,d]=size(im); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%% 
    offSetY=(mS-m)/2; 
    offSetX=(nS-n)/2; 
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    PTS=[int32(eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeX'])-
offSetX),int32(eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeY'])-offSetY),... 
                                                                
int32(eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.duration'])/40)+theCircleRadius]; 
%40 is for 40ms 
    
    J = step(shapeInserter,im,PTS); 
    figure,imshow(J,[]) 
end, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A.2 
**************************************** 
 
%salExp 
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clc 
close all 
clear all 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Experiments 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%TS1: 12 images  
%TS2: 19 images 
%Ts3:  37(38) images [image k36.jpg was not correct] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% myRunSaliency('img/T3.jpg'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% img = initializeImage('img/T3.jpg'); 
% params = defaultSaliencyParams; 
% salmap = makeSaliencyMap(img,params); 
% bigMap = imresize(salmap.data,img.size(1:2)); 
% displayMaps(bigMap,1); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
  
for kk=1:12;%37:38, 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    imageFilename = strcat('T', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); %for TS1 images 
    imageSaveFilename = strcat('Hotspot-sal-T', num2str(kk), 
'.jpg');%for TS1 images 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%     imageFilename = strcat('m', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); %for TS2 images 
%     imageSaveFilename = strcat('Hotspot-sal-m', num2str(kk), 
'.jpg');%for TS2 images 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%     imageFilename = strcat('k', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); %for TS3 images 
%     imageSaveFilename = strcat('Hotspot-sal-k', num2str(kk), 
'.jpg');%for TS3 images 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    img = initializeImage(imageFilename); 
    params = defaultSaliencyParams; 
    salmap = makeSaliencyMap(img,params); 
    Gray = imresize(salmap.data,img.size(1:2)); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    RGB1 = cat(3, Gray, Gray, Gray);  % information stored in intensity 
    RGB2 = Gray; 
    RGB2(end, end, 3) = 0;  % All information in red channel 
    GrayIndex = uint8(floor(Gray * 255)); 
    Map       = jet(255); 
    RGB3      = ind2rgb(GrayIndex, Map); 
    tp=find(RGB3(:,:,3)>0.5 & RGB3(:,:,3)<=0.52); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    A=im2double(imread(imageFilename)); 
    B=RGB3; 
    B_mask=ones(size(RGB3(:,:,3))); 
    B_mask(tp)=0; 
  
    % figure,imshow(B_mask,[]), 
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    A_mask=ones(size(RGB3(:,:,3))); 
  
    % compute regions of overlap 
    onlyA = A_mask & ~B_mask; 
    onlyB = ~A_mask & B_mask; 
    bothAandB = A_mask & B_mask; 
  
    se = strel('disk',10); 
    bothAandB = imclose(bothAandB,se); 
  
    % figure,imshow(bothAandB,[]), 
  
    % weight each image equally 
    weight1 = 0.5; 
    weight2 = 0.5; 
  
    % allocate result image 
    result = zeros([size(A,1) size(A,2) size(A,3)], class(A)); 
  
    for i = 1:size(A,3) 
        a = A(:,:,i); 
        b = B(:,:,i); 
        r = result(:,:,i); 
        r(onlyA) = a(onlyA); 
        r(onlyB) = b(onlyB); 
    %     r(bothAandB) = uint8( weight1 .* single(a(bothAandB)) + 
weight2 .* single(b(bothAandB))); 
        r(bothAandB) = weight1 .* a(bothAandB) + weight2 .* 
b(bothAandB); 
        result(:,:,i) = r; 
    end 
    C=im2uint8(result); 
    figure,imshow(C,[]), 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %C = imfuse(2*A,B,'blend'); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%     imwrite(C,imageSaveFilename), 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A.3 
**************************************** 
 
%tExpRad 
% analysis of Tobii data experiments 
clc 
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close all 
clear all 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Experiments 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%TS1: 12 images (image 4 & 11 are the same) , 19 subjects 
%TS2: 19 images, 19 subjects 
%Ts3:  37(38) images [image k36.jpg was not correct], 18 subjects 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
expTS=3; %choose the experiment 
initRad=10; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if expTS==1, 
    numSub=19; %TS1 
    numIm=12;  %Ts1 
elseif expTS==2, 
    numSub=19; %TS2 
    numIm=19;  %Ts2 
else 
    numSub=18; %TS3 
    numIm=35;  %Ts3 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% TS1compT=zeros(numIm,3); % All subjects and All images 
% TS1compI=zeros(numSub,3,numIm); % All subjecta and Every image 
h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...'); 
steps=numSub*numIm; 
StepCounter=0; 
for gg=1:numIm, %gg=1:numSub, 
  
    if expTS==1, 
        imageFilename = strcat('T', num2str(gg), '.jpg'); %for TS1 
images 
         
        %%%%%%%%% 
        im=im2double(imread(imageFilename)); 
        [m,n,d]=size(im); 
        TSxcompT=zeros(numSub,ceil(min(m,n)/2)-initRad+1);% Every 
subject and All images 
         
    elseif expTS==2, 
        imageFilename = strcat('m', num2str(gg), '.jpg'); %for TS1 
images 
         
        %%%%%%%%% 
        im=im2double(imread(imageFilename)); 
        [m,n,d]=size(im); 
        TSxcompT=zeros(numSub,ceil(min(m,n)/2)-initRad+1);% Every 
subject and All images 
    else 
        imageFilename = strcat('k', num2str(gg), '.jpg'); %for TS1 
images 
         
        %%%%%%%%% 
        im=im2double(imread(imageFilename)); 
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        [m,n,d]=size(im); 
        TSxcompT=zeros(numSub,ceil(min(m,n)/2)-initRad+1);% Every 
subject and All images 
    end 
    
    for kk=1:numSub,%kk=1:numIm 
        
         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%         img = initializeImage(imageFilename); 
%         params = defaultSaliencyParams; 
%         salmap = makeSaliencyMap(img,params); 
%         Gray = imresize(salmap.data,img.size(1:2)); 
%         %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%         RGB1 = cat(3, Gray, Gray, Gray);  % information stored in 
intensity 
%         RGB2 = Gray; 
%         RGB2(end, end, 3) = 0;  % All information in red channel 
%         GrayIndex = uint8(floor(Gray * 255)); 
%         Map       = jet(255); 
%         RGB3      = ind2rgb(GrayIndex, Map); 
%         tp=find(RGB3(:,:,3)>0.5 & RGB3(:,:,3)<=0.52); 
%         %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%         im=im2double(imread(imageFilename)); 
%         B=RGB3; 
%         B_mask=ones(size(RGB3(:,:,3))); 
%         B_mask(tp)=0; 
%         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%         se = strel('disk',10); 
%         B_mask = imclose(B_mask,se); 
%     %     figure,imshow(B_mask,[]), 
  
        
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        theColor = uint8([255,255,255]);%white 
        theCircleRadius=10; 
        shapeInserter1 = 
vision.ShapeInserter('Shape','Circles','Fill',1,'FillColor','Custom','C
ustomFillColor',theColor); 
        shapeInserter2 = 
vision.ShapeInserter('Shape','Circles','Fill',1,'FillColor','Custom','C
ustomFillColor',theColor); 
        nS=1280; % screen res 
        mS=1024; % screen res 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
        eval(['load TS',num2str(expTS),'-P',num2str(kk)]), 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.timeStamp = 
Timestamp;']); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.duration = 
Duration;']); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.gazeX = 
GazepointX;']); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.gazeY = 
GazePointY;']); 
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%       eval(['TS1P',num2str(kk),'.num = Fixnumber;']); %just for 
checking 
             
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        g1=gg-1; 
        eval(['tp=find((TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.timeStamp> 
g1*5000) & (TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.timeStamp 
<=gg*5000));']); 
  
    %     eval(['pp= TS1P',num2str(gg),'.timeStamp(tp),']); %just for 
checking 
  
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(gg),'.gazeX = 
TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.gazeX(tp);']); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(gg),'.gazeY = 
TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.gazeY(tp);']); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(gg),'.duration = 
TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(kk),'.duration(tp);']); 
    %     eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.num = 
TS1P',num2str(gg),'.num(tp);']); %just for checking 
%         imageFilename = strcat('T', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(gg),'.data = 
imread(imageFilename);']); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%% 
        
A=zeros(m,n,d);%size(im));%eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.data']); 
    %     figure,imshow(im,[]), 
%         [m,n,d]=size(A); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%% 
        offSetY=(mS-m)/2; 
        offSetX=(nS-n)/2; 
  
        
PTS=[int32(eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(gg),'.gazeX'])-
offSetX),int32(eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(gg),'.gazeY'])-
offSetY),... 
                                         
int32(eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(gg),'.duration'])/40)+the
CircleRadius]; %40 is for 40ms 
  
        J = step(shapeInserter1,A,PTS); 
        A_mask=J(:,:,1); 
%         figure(100),subplot(1,3,1),imshow(A_mask,[]) 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        B=zeros(size(A)); 
        imCenter=[n/2,m/2]; 
        tmpRad=initRad; 
        radSpots=[]; 
        while 1 
            if 
tmpRad>ceil(min(m,n)/2),break,end,%tmpRad>ceil(min(m,n)/2) 
            J1 = step(shapeInserter2,B,[imCenter,tmpRad]); 
            B_mask=J1(:,:,1); 
%             figure(100),subplot(1,3,2),imshow(B_mask,[]) 
             
            bothAandB = A_mask & B_mask; 
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%             figure(100),subplot(1,3,3),imshow(bothAandB,[]) 
            radSpots=[radSpots,sum(bothAandB(:))]; 
             
            tmpRad=tmpRad+1; 
        end 
         
        TSxcompT(kk,:)=radSpots; 
         
%       figure, 
%       hArray = 
plot(radSpots);%title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Comparison between 
subjective and automatic ' ... 
%                                 'visual 
attention,subject(',num2str(gg),') for ALL images']), 
%     str = 'Stimulus Images'; 
%     h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
%     set(hArray(2),'LineWidth',2,'EdgeColor','red'); 
%     hleg = legend('only Tobii','only Sal','common'); 
%     set(hleg,'FontAngle','italic','TextColor',[.3,.2,.1]),% Make the 
text of the legend italic and color it brown 
%      
%     savefig(figFilename); 
%     close(gcf) 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% 
        % compute regions of overlap 
%         onlyA = A_mask & ~B_mask; 
%         onlyB = ~A_mask & B_mask; 
%         bothAandB = A_mask & B_mask; 
%  
%         
TS1comp(kk,1:3)=[sum(onlyA(:)),sum(onlyB(:)),sum(bothAandB(:))]; 
%         
TS1compI(gg,1:3,kk)=[sum(onlyA(:)),sum(onlyB(:)),sum(bothAandB(:))]; 
        StepCounter=StepCounter+1; 
        waitbar(StepCounter / steps) 
    end, 
  
     
%     if gg==numSub, 
%         for pp=1:numIm 
%             figure, 
%             hArray = 
bar(TS1compI(:,:,pp));title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Comparison between 
subjective and automatic ' ... 
%                                         'visual attention, ALL 
subjects for for image(',num2str(pp),')']), 
%             str = 'Subjects'; 
%             h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
%             set(hArray(2),'LineWidth',2,'EdgeColor','red'); 
%             hleg = legend('only Tobii','only Sal','common'); 
%             set(hleg,'FontAngle','italic','TextColor',[.3,.2,.1]), 
%             if expTS==1 
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%                 figFilenameI = strcat('TS1-Allsubjects-
T',num2str(pp),'.fig'); %for TS1 images 
%             elseif expTS==2 
%                 figFilenameI = strcat('TS2-Allsubjects-
m',num2str(pp),'.fig'); %for TS2 images 
%             else 
%                 figFilenameI = strcat('TS3-Allsubjects-
k',num2str(pp),'.fig'); %for TS3 images 
%             end 
%             savefig(figFilenameI); 
%             close(gcf) 
%         end 
%     end, 
%    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
    eval(['save TS',num2str(expTS),'-T',num2str(gg),'.mat  TSxcompT']),    
    StepCounter=StepCounter+1; 
    waitbar(StepCounter / steps) 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
end 
close(h) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for gg=1:numIm, 
    eval(['load TS',num2str(expTS),'-T',num2str(gg),'.mat  TSxcompT']), 
    Mm=mean(TSxcompT); 
    figure,hold on, 
    hArray = plot(TSxcompT');title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Radially 
subjective visual attention:' ... 
                                    'for all each subject for 
image(',num2str(gg),')']), 
    str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
    h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'),    
    plot(Mm,'--r'), 
     
    figFilenameT = strcat(['TS',num2str(expTS),'-Allsubjects-
T',num2str(gg),'.fig']); 
    savefig(figFilenameT); 
    close(gcf)        
end 
  
% figure, 
% hArray = plot(TSxcompT');%title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Comparison 
between subjective and automatic ' ... 
%                                 'visual attention, all 19 subjects 
for image(',num2str(kk),')']), 
% str = 'Subjects'; 
% h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'),                             
% set(hArray(2),'LineWidth',2,'EdgeColor','red'); 
% hleg = legend('only Tobii','only Sal','common'); 
% set(hleg,'FontAngle','italic','TextColor',[.3,.2,.1]) 
%  
  
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if expTS==1 
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    save TS1radData.mat 
elseif expTS==2 
    save TS2radData.mat 
else 
    save TS3radData.mat 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A.4 
**************************************** 
 
%getAverageFunc 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
load TS1radData.mat 
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MmData=zeros(12,291); 
for gg=1:numIm, 
    eval(['load TS',num2str(expTS),'-T',num2str(gg),'.mat  TSxcompT']), 
    Mm=mean(TSxcompT); 
%     figure,hold on, 
%     hArray = plot(TSxcompT');title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Radially 
subjective visual attention:' ... 
%                                     'for all each subject for 
image(',num2str(gg),')']), 
%     str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
%     h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'),    
%     plot(Mm,'--r'), 
      if length(Mm)< 291 
          tt=length(Mm); 
          tkp=ones(1,291)*Mm(tt); 
          tkp(1:tt)=Mm; 
          Mm=tkp; 
      end 
  
      MmData(gg,:)=Mm; 
  
%     figFilenameT = strcat(['TS',num2str(expTS),'-Allsubjects-
T',num2str(gg),'.fig']); 
%     savefig(figFilenameT); 
%     close(gcf)        
end 
figure,hold on, 
hArray = plot(MmData');title('TS1:Radially subjective visual 
attention:for all subjects and each image'), 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'),    
plot(mean(MmData),'--k'), 
  
% export_fig TS1-forAll -bmp 
  
funEstT1=mean(MmData); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
load TS2radData.mat 
  
  
MmData=zeros(12,291); 
for gg=1:numIm, 
    eval(['load TS',num2str(expTS),'-T',num2str(gg),'.mat  TSxcompT']), 
    Mm=mean(TSxcompT); 
    length(Mm) 
    if length(Mm)< 291 
      tt=length(Mm); 
      tkp=ones(1,291)*Mm(tt); 
      tkp(1:tt)=Mm; 
      Mm=tkp; 
    end 
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    MmData(gg,:)=Mm; 
      
end 
figure,hold on, 
hArray = plot(MmData');title('TS2:Radially subjective visual 
attention:for all subjects and each image'), 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'),    
plot(mean(MmData),'--k'), 
  
% export_fig TS2-forAll -bmp 
  
  
funEstT2=mean(MmData); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
load TS3radData.mat 
  
  
MmData=zeros(12,291); 
for gg=1:numIm, 
    eval(['load TS',num2str(expTS),'-T',num2str(gg),'.mat  TSxcompT']), 
    Mm=mean(TSxcompT); 
    length(Mm) 
    if length(Mm)< 291 
      tt=length(Mm); 
      tkp=ones(1,291)*Mm(tt); 
      tkp(1:tt)=Mm; 
      Mm=tkp; 
    end 
    if length(Mm)> 291 
      tt=floor(Mm/291); 
      tkp(1:tt)=Mm(1:tt:291*tt); 
      Mm=tkp; 
    end 
    MmData(gg,:)=Mm; 
      
end 
figure,hold on, 
hArray = plot(MmData');title('TS3:Radially subjective visual 
attention:for all subjects and each image'), 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'),    
plot(mean(MmData),'--k'), 
  
% export_fig TS3-forAll -bmp 
  
  
funEstT3=mean(MmData); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
funEstAv=mean([funEstT1;funEstT2;funEstT3]); 
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figure,hold on, 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
plot(funEstT1,'b'), 
plot(funEstT2,'g'), 
plot(funEstT3,'r'), 
plot(funEstAv,'--k'), 
title('for all TS1,TS2 and TS3:Radially subjective visual attention:for 
all subjects and all images'), 
  
% export_fig TS1TS2TS3-forAll -bmp 
  
figure, 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
plot(funEstAv,'k'), 
title('Charctristic Radially dependency Function'), 
  
% export_fig charFunction -bmp 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
DfunEstAv=diff(funEstAv); 
figure 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
plot(DfunEstAv,'k'), 
title('Charctristic Individual Region Radially dependency Function'), 
  
% export_fig indCharFunction -bmp 
%%%%%%%%%%% 
normFun=((1:290).^2).*pi; 
figure, 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
plot(normFun,'k'), 
title('Charctristic of Individual Region growing VS Radian'), 
%export_fig regionGrowingCharFunction -bmp 
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
NormDfunEstAv=DfunEstAv./normFun; 
figure, 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
plot(NormDfunEstAv,'k'), 
title('Normalized Charctristic Individual Region Radially dependency 
Function'), 
% export_fig normalizedIndCharFunction -bmp 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
figure, 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
plot(log(NormDfunEstAv),'k'), 
title('Logarithmic of Normalized Charctristic Individual Region 
Radially dependency Function'), 
% export_fig logNormalizedIndCharFunction -bmp 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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probChar=log(NormDfunEstAv); 
probChar=probChar-min(probChar); 
probChar=probChar./max(probChar)*100; 
figure, 
str = 'Distance (pixel)'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
plot(0:1/290:1-1/290,probChar,'k'), 
title('Prob. of Charctristic Radially dependency Function'), 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A.5 
**************************************** 
 
%compSalExpAndtExpIndv 
% comparison of tobbi method and saliency map for each image and each 
% subject 
  
clc 
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close all 
clear all 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Experiments 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%TS1: 12 images (image 4 & 11 are the same) , 19 subjects 
%TS2: 19 images, 19 subjects 
%Ts3:  37(38) images [image k36.jpg was not correct], 18 subjects 
  
expTS=3; %choose the experiment 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% myRunSaliency('img/T3.jpg'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% img = initializeImage('img/T3.jpg'); 
% params = defaultSaliencyParams; 
% salmap = makeSaliencyMap(img,params); 
% bigMap = imresize(salmap.data,img.size(1:2)); 
% displayMaps(bigMap,1); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if expTS==1, 
    numSub=19; %TS1 
    numIm=12;  %Ts1 
elseif expTS==2, 
    numSub=19; %TS2 
    numIm=19;  %Ts2 
else 
    numSub=18; %TS3 
    numIm=35;  %Ts3 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
TS1compT=zeros(numIm,3); % All subjects and All images 
TS1compI=zeros(numSub,3,numIm); % All subjecta and Every image 
for gg=1:numSub, 
    loadFlag=0; 
    TS1comp=zeros(numIm,3);% Every subject and All images 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    for kk=1:numIm 
     
        if expTS==1, 
            imageFilename = strcat('T', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); %for TS1 
images 
            figFilename = strcat('TS1-P',num2str(gg),'-ALLimages.fig'); 
%for TS1 images 
            figFilenameT = strcat('TS1-Allsubjects-T-ALLimages.fig'); 
%for TS1 images 
%             figFilenameI = strcat('TS1-Allsubjects-
T',num2str(kk),'.fig'); %for TS1 images 
        elseif expTS==2, 
            imageFilename = strcat('m', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); %for TS2 
images 
            figFilename = strcat('TS2-P',num2str(gg),'-ALLimages.fig'); 
%for TS2 images 
            figFilenameT = strcat('TS2-Allsubjects-m-ALLimages.fig'); 
%for TS2 images 
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%             figFilenameI = strcat('TS2-Allsubjects-
T',num2str(kk),'.fig'); %for TS2 images 
        else 
            imageFilename = strcat('k', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); %for TS3 
images 
            figFilename = strcat('TS3-P',num2str(gg),'-ALLimages.fig'); 
%for TS3 images 
            figFilenameT = strcat('TS3-Allsubjects-k-ALLimages.fig'); 
%for TS3 images 
%             figFilenameI = strcat('TS3-Allsubjects-
T',num2str(kk),'.fig'); %for TS3 images 
        end 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        img = initializeImage(imageFilename); 
        params = defaultSaliencyParams; 
        salmap = makeSaliencyMap(img,params); 
        Gray = imresize(salmap.data,img.size(1:2)); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        RGB1 = cat(3, Gray, Gray, Gray);  % information stored in 
intensity 
        RGB2 = Gray; 
        RGB2(end, end, 3) = 0;  % All information in red channel 
        GrayIndex = uint8(floor(Gray * 255)); 
        Map       = jet(255); 
        RGB3      = ind2rgb(GrayIndex, Map); 
        tp=find(RGB3(:,:,3)>0.5 & RGB3(:,:,3)<=0.52); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        im=im2double(imread(imageFilename)); 
        B=RGB3; 
        B_mask=ones(size(RGB3(:,:,3))); 
        B_mask(tp)=0; 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        se = strel('disk',10); 
        B_mask = imclose(B_mask,se); 
    %     figure,imshow(B_mask,[]), 
  
        
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        theColor = uint8([255,255,255]);%white 
        theCircleRadius=10; 
        shapeInserter = 
vision.ShapeInserter('Shape','Circles','Fill',1,'FillColor','Custom','C
ustomFillColor',theColor); 
        nS=1280; % screen res 
        mS=1024; % screen res 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
    % for kk=1:19 %num of subjects 
        if loadFlag==0, 
            eval(['load TS',num2str(expTS),'-P',num2str(gg)]), 
            eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.timeStamp = 
Timestamp;']); 
            eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.duration = 
Duration;']); 
            eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.gazeX = 
GazepointX;']); 
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            eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.gazeY = 
GazePointY;']); 
    %       eval(['TS1P',num2str(kk),'.num = Fixnumber;']); %just for 
checking 
            loadFlag=1; 
        end 
    % end 
  
%     gg=1; %first subject right now 
    % for kk=1:12 %num of images 
        k1=kk-1; 
        eval(['tp=find((TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.timeStamp> 
k1*5000) & (TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.timeStamp 
<=kk*5000));']); 
  
    %     eval(['pp= TS1P',num2str(gg),'.timeStamp(tp),']); %just for 
checking 
  
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeX = 
TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.gazeX(tp);']); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeY = 
TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.gazeY(tp);']); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(kk),'.duration = 
TS',num2str(expTS),'P',num2str(gg),'.duration(tp);']); 
    %     eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.num = 
TS1P',num2str(gg),'.num(tp);']); %just for checking 
%         imageFilename = strcat('T', num2str(kk), '.jpg'); 
        eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(kk),'.data = 
imread(imageFilename);']); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%% 
        A=zeros(size(im));%eval(['TS1P1T',num2str(kk),'.data']); 
    %     figure,imshow(im,[]), 
        [m,n,d]=size(A); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%% 
        offSetY=(mS-m)/2; 
        offSetX=(nS-n)/2; 
  
        
PTS=[int32(eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeX'])-
offSetX),int32(eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(kk),'.gazeY'])-
offSetY),... 
                                         
int32(eval(['TS',num2str(expTS),'P1T',num2str(kk),'.duration'])/40)+the
CircleRadius]; %40 is for 40ms 
  
        J = step(shapeInserter,A,PTS); 
        A_mask=J(:,:,1); 
    %     figure,imshow(A_mask,[]) 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% 
        % compute regions of overlap 
        onlyA = A_mask & ~B_mask; 
        onlyB = ~A_mask & B_mask; 
        bothAandB = A_mask & B_mask; 
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TS1comp(kk,1:3)=[sum(onlyA(:)),sum(onlyB(:)),sum(bothAandB(:))]; 
        
TS1compI(gg,1:3,kk)=[sum(onlyA(:)),sum(onlyB(:)),sum(bothAandB(:))]; 
    end, 
  
    figure, 
    hArray = bar(TS1comp);title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Comparison 
between subjective and automatic ' ... 
                                'visual 
attention,subject(',num2str(gg),') for ALL images']), 
    str = 'Stimulus Images'; 
    h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
    set(hArray(2),'LineWidth',2,'EdgeColor','red'); 
    hleg = legend('only Tobii','only Sal','common'); 
    set(hleg,'FontAngle','italic','TextColor',[.3,.2,.1]),% Make the 
text of the legend italic and color it brown 
     
    savefig(figFilename); 
    close(gcf) 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if gg==numSub, 
        for pp=1:numIm 
            figure, 
            hArray = 
bar(TS1compI(:,:,pp));title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Comparison between 
subjective and automatic ' ... 
                                        'visual attention, ALL subjects 
for for image(',num2str(pp),')']), 
            str = 'Subjects'; 
            h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'), 
            set(hArray(2),'LineWidth',2,'EdgeColor','red'); 
            hleg = legend('only Tobii','only Sal','common'); 
            set(hleg,'FontAngle','italic','TextColor',[.3,.2,.1]), 
            if expTS==1 
                figFilenameI = strcat('TS1-Allsubjects-
T',num2str(pp),'.fig'); %for TS1 images 
            elseif expTS==2 
                figFilenameI = strcat('TS2-Allsubjects-
m',num2str(pp),'.fig'); %for TS2 images 
            else 
                figFilenameI = strcat('TS3-Allsubjects-
k',num2str(pp),'.fig'); %for TS3 images 
            end 
            savefig(figFilenameI); 
            close(gcf) 
        end 
    end, 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    TS1compT=TS1compT+TS1comp; 
     
     
    loadFlag=0; 
end   
     
figure, 
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hArray = bar(TS1compT);title(['TS',num2str(expTS),':Comparison between 
subjective and automatic ' ... 
                                'visual attention, all 19 subjects for 
image(',num2str(kk),')']), 
str = 'Subjects'; 
h = xlabel(str);set(h,'Color','red'),                             
set(hArray(2),'LineWidth',2,'EdgeColor','red'); 
hleg = legend('only Tobii','only Sal','common'); 
set(hleg,'FontAngle','italic','TextColor',[.3,.2,.1]) 
  
savefig(figFilenameT); 
close(gcf)        
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if expTS==1 
    save TS1compData.mat 
elseif expTS==2 
    save TS2compData.mat 
else 
    save TS3compData.mat 
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